Overview
This eLearning course introduces learners to the concept of Asset Management, AeroScout® Technology and MobileView®, basic and advanced search capabilities in MobileView, report functionality and a variety of report types including Inventory Reports, Utilization Reports, Out of Sight Asset Reports, Battery Level Reports, and explains how to modify setting and search result display preferences.

Course Learning Objectives
After completing this course, you’ll be able to:

• Recognize tags and explain how they work
• Recognize MobileView and explain how and why it is used
• Describe the meaning of Assets and Status in MobileView
• Perform Favorite, Find Specific Asset, and Advanced searches in MobileView
• View search results in Lists or on Maps
• Create and Manage Favorites
• Use Instant Reports
• Differentiate and select Instant Report templates
• Create a Saved Report
• Describe Out of Sight Assets and use Out of Sight Asset reports
• Explain the difference between Battery Level and Battery Capacity
• Construct a Battery Level Report

Data Sheet:

Asset Management Basics

Leverages Existing Wi-Fi Networks to Provide Complete Hospital-Wide Visibility of Capital and Rental Equipment

Registration Information
STANLEY Healthcare has partnered with HealthStream® to offer online training for customers with a signed Maintenance Agreement. Contact SHUniversity@sbdinc.com to request access.

STANLEY Healthcare University Online offers on-demand online courses, enabling quick and consistent staff training.
Asset Management Basics Course Outline

Estimated course length is 70 minutes. This course introduces learners to the Fundamentals of Asset Management, and includes the following lessons:

**Introduction to Asset Management**
This lesson introduces learners to the Fundamentals of Asset Management.

**Introduction to AeroScout® Technology**
This lesson introduces the elements and basic concepts of AeroScout technology.

**Getting Started with MobileView®**
This lesson introduces MobileView and explains how and why MobileView is used to track assets and check asset status.

**MobileView Basic Search**
This lesson introduces Favorite and Find Specific Asset searches in MobileView. It explains how to view search results in a List, Map, or Hybrid view.

**MobileView Advanced Search**
This lesson introduces Advanced Search in MobileView. It explains how to construct an Advanced Search, how to save it as a Favorite, and how to modify it.

**Report Basics**
This lesson introduces basic report generation. It explains how to use report templates, specify report parameters and generate, save, and schedule reports.

**Inventory Reports**
This lesson introduces the Inventory Report and the Inventory Summary Report in MobileView. It explains when to choose one or the other report type.

**Utilization Reports**
This lesson introduces the Utilization by Status Report and the Utilization by Location Report in MobileView. It explains when to choose one or the other report type.

**Out of Sight Asset Reports**
This lesson introduces the Out of Sight Asset Report in MobileView. It explains what an out of sight asset is and when to use the report.

**Battery Level Report**
This lesson introduces the concepts of Battery Level and Battery Capacity. It explains how to construct a Battery Level Report.

**Setting Preferences**
This lesson explains how to change setting preferences in MobileView and modify the default search result display preference.
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